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The challenge to present information accurately, concisely, and effectively in today’s scientific environment is, in certain ways, more difficult than it was at any time in the past. However, as nephrology professionals and educators, this challenge must be faced head on. Generations of educators have illuminated the way forward, and no one better exemplifies this journey than Burton Rose. It is safe to believe that nearly every nephrologist has, in some manner, come into contact with his teachings or at least has heard of him. What people are unlikely to know is that Rose could be considered one of the founding figures of today’s nephrology social media community. Nearly 45 years ago and as a young nephrology fellow, Rose set off on a journey that many of us continue to travel today. In 1971, long before Twitter, smartphones, laptops, and commercially available Internet, Rose began the arduous task of summarizing complex concepts in nephrology.1 For the next 4 decades, he and many other educators have continued this mission of presenting complex concepts/ideas into smaller and easier-to-understand packets of information. Today, that challenge remains into smaller, secondary, and less risky conference, of or had personal experience with presenters who expressly prohibited any social media – of or had personal experience with presenters who expressly prohibited any social media activity of their sessions. Stories of faculty and conference organizers publicly warning individuals to not use social media to share knowledge diffused through our initial discussions. Some were apprehensive that such prohibitions would spread through the WCN 2017.
plans. Of the 149 faculty members whom we approached, only 1 rejected our plans (http://twitter.com/WCN2017/statuses/856096165791539200).

With the SMTF team in place, sessions for social media coverage selected, and 99% of select WCN 2017 faculty agreeing with our efforts, we executed the third component and petitioned the leaders of the ISN. Our team needed a physical space that would serve multiple social media purposes. We requested a central location where we could execute our assigned social media tasks, share best practices with one another, analyze various metrics to make data-driven decisions about our strategy, and interact with and educate WCN 2017 attendees interested in social media. Our petition and the immediate approval by ISN leadership resulted in the creation of the ISN SMTF Social Media Genius Bar, the first such feature found in any major nephrology scientific meeting (https://twitter.com/ISNeducation/status/851100323171237889). The Genius Bar also served as an on-site recruitment tool for both the ISN and the SMTF, with our 22nd team member officially joining the team after multiple visits to the Bar!
While adopting the mission that a generation of nephrology educators embraced, we realized that there would be 2 key differences. Rose’s initial efforts led to a 36-page summary of his syllabus. It became clear to us that we would not be afforded the same luxury. Rather, our efforts would be severely restricted by the technology of our time. Twitter’s key feature of constraining messages to no more than 140 characters would certainly have an impact on our ability to share complex medical information effectively. We questioned whether the succinctness of tweeting would come at the expense of accuracy and effectiveness. To resolve this dilemma, we decided to capture the scientific content from the WCN 2017 in its original form. By broadcasting video interviews of faculty speakers, award winners, poster presenters, and general attendees, we could increase the density of scientific information in each tweet. Moreover, a first-person account of the science presented at WCN 2017 would increase the effectiveness at which that information was shared. Thus, we added live video interviewing as the fourth component to our strategy (https://twitter.com/i/moments/855861241096544256 and https://twitter.com/i/moments/856082060590456832).

Another luxury that the SMTF did not have was time. Today’s technology is often touted for its instantaneous and rapid pace of information delivery. This feature, however, makes it difficult for many people to keep up. Even social media–savvy nephrologists, who may pride themselves on “high-frequency” tweeting, have had difficulty absorbing scientific information at such a high frequency. Couple this challenge with the comprehensive scientific agenda at the WCN 2017, and we feared that speed could become the enemy of effective communication. Admittedly the SMTF could not “solve” this problem because the speed at which

Figure 2 | Members of the 2016–2017 International Society of Nephrology Social Media Task Force.
information would be transmitted is a central feature of the technology that we would use. To mitigate the potential deleterious effect that speed would have on effectiveness, we implemented real-time archiving. As part of the fifth component of the strategy, the SMTF would organize and categorize all tweets into a chronologically ordered summary within minutes after the completion of a scientific session. In this way, the reader would not have to search through a plethora of disorganized and unrelated tweets to find specific information. Instead, the reader would have a temporally ordered collection of tweets that pertained to a particular topic (https://twitter.com/i/moments/85688872508305408).

It took the SMTF 5 months to brainstorm ideas, formulate a detailed strategy, beta-test each component within that strategy, and subsequently revise each component to ensure the maximum amount of success. A final question remained: how would we define and measure success? To the best of our knowledge, no previous nephrology society/organization had executed a coordinated and structured social media campaign before. We had neither data from previous similar efforts with which we could compare our activities nor an established set of metrics by which success would be defined. Despite the novelty of social media analytics, we believed that data had to be collected so that, at a minimum, we could establish a baseline on which future social media activities could be compared (Figure 3). Thus, we partnered with NOD Analytics to add a data analytics component to our strategy (goo.gl/mfziXG).

There is an old adage that the more things change, the more they stay the same. Certainly the times have dramatically changed since 1971. The field of nephrology has welcomed an increasing number of educators from many nations with varying backgrounds and education levels. The technology that educators use today gives them an unprecedented reach. Indeed, nephrology itself is more complex as research findings have raised the threshold of what is known. In the midst of these changes is an immutable mission to effectively educate individuals through concise and accurate means. After evaluating the work of the SMTF and the subsequent reviews, the ISN decided to adopt this mission as a core feature of its educational platform (https://twitter.com/i/moments/857174210254442496). The Social Media Task Force is now the @ISNeducation Social Media Team and a component of the ISN Education Team. Composed of both original SMTF members and new educators from around the world, @ISNeducation will

Figure 3 | Twitter activity by (a) participant origin and (b) advanced metrics from the 2017 World Congress of Nephrology social media campaign. Data from 21–25 April 2017 (inclusive). (a) Numbers represent all tweets authored by all participants from a specific nation. (b) Green: official ISN accounts (@ISNkidneyCare and @ISNeducation). Red: all other participants.
continue this mission through various novel social media applications (Figure 4). Inspired by Weening’s words, @ISNeducation will bring equity in learning to the global community of nephrologists through infographics of clinical trials, webinars on hot topics, highlighting videos of fundamental concepts, near real-time forum discussions of clinical questions, and more. If you share such a similar passion, join our team by visiting https://twitter.com/ISNeducation.
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